Disease is both among the most important selection pressures in nature and among the 25 main causes of yield loss in agriculture. In plants, resistance to disease is often conferred by 26
Introduction 39
Plant immune receptor repertoires have been shaped by millennia of plant-microbe 40 coevolution 1, 2 . Immunity is activated either by cell surface receptors that recognize microbe-41 associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), or by intracellular receptors that detect pathogen 42 effectors 1 . These intracellular receptors are typically encoded by highly polymorphic genes. 43
About two thirds of disease resistance genes encode nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat 44 receptors (NLRs) 3 , and most plant genomes carry hundreds of NLR genes 4 . The majority of 45 plant NLRs contain a central nucleotide binding domain shared between Apaf-1, Resistance 46 proteins and CED4 (NB-ARC, hereafter NB for simplicity) 5 . Most contain also leucine-rich 47 repeats (LRRs) 6,7 , and either a Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) or coiled-coil (CC) domain at 48 the N-terminus [8] [9] [10] . Proteins with similar arrangements of functional domains are also 49 involved in host defense in animals and fungi [11] [12] [13] . 50 51 Recognition by NLRs generally involves one of three main mechanisms 14 . NLRs can directly 52 detect pathogen effectors through interaction with the canonical NLR domains 15-17 , or with 53 an NLR-incorporated integrated domain (ID) that resembles known domains of pathogen 54 effector targets [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Alternatively, NLRs detect effector activity indirectly by monitoring a 55 host virulence target ("guardee") 23-25 , or detect effectors via direct interactions. Importantly, 56 phylogeny, and diversity of IDs 26, 27 . Publicly available plant genome annotations have been 72 the foundation of most NLRome studies and, their systematic integration has allowed 73 ancestry reconstruction of key NLR lineages and illuminated ancient and recent expansion-74 contraction events 4 . In contrast, knowledge of the true diversity of within species pan-75
NLRomes is scarce and has so far been derived from only a limited number of individuals, 76 and thus covers a narrow diversity within the population [34] [35] [36] [37] . Across individuals of the same 77 species, which often has only a single reference genome annotation, the remarkable 78 differences in NLR family size between rice, tomato, and Arabidopsis thaliana might be due 79 to low coverage of available genomes, or the difficulty of accurate assembly of tandem 80 paralogous genes often found in NLR clusters when short-read sequencing is used under 81 conditions of insufficient depth 34, 35 . 82 83 Despite these potential shortcomings, early intraspecific pan-NLRome studies revealed 84 patterns of allelic and structural variation consistent with adaptive evolution and balancing 85 selection for subsets of NLR-encoding genes 37 , fitting a model of co-evolution of host and 86 pathogens. Allelic variation seems to be reflected in many different haplotypes that are found 87 across NLR loci 38, 39 . These can include recombination "hotspots" generating NLR clusters 88 36, 40 , and true allelic series 15, 41 . The patterns of presence/absence polymorphisms as well as 89 copy number variation at loci with multiple NLR genes imply that reference genomes may 90 not include representatives of all distinct NLR clades within a species 36, 38, [42] [43] [44] . Resistance 91 gene enrichment sequencing (RenSeq) facilitates discovery of "missing" NLR genes in a 92 species, especially when hybridization-based capture of genomic fragments with sequence 93 similarity to known NLR-coding genes is combined with Single-Molecule Real Time 94 sequencing (SMRT RenSeq) 45 . 95
96
Our objective was to define the full NLR repertoire and its variability in the reference species 97 A. thaliana, by analyzing a panel of 65 diverse accessions using SMRT RenSeq. We show 98 that we reach saturation of the pan-NLRome with this well-chosen set of accessions; we 99 define the core NLR complement of the species and detail novel domain architectures; and 100
we describe presence-absence polymorphisms in non-core NLRs. Together, our work 101 provides a foundation for the identification and cloning of disease resistance genes in more 102 complex species of agronomic importance. 103
Results

104
The Samples
105
A set of 65 A. thaliana accessions was selected to explore the diversity of the pan-NLRome 106 ( Fig. 1a , Supplementary Table 1 ). The selection included 46 accessions from the 1001 107
Genomes Project, of which 21 belonged to previously identified relict populations 108 characterized by an unusually high amount of genetic diversity 46 . Additionally, the 19 109 founder accessions of MAGIC lines, a resource to dissect the genetics of complex traits 47,48 110 and the widely-studied accession Ws-2, were included. 111
NLR Complements
112
Baits were designed to hybridize with 736 NLR-coding genes from multiple Brassicaceae, 113
including Arabidopsis thaliana, Arabidopsis lyrata, Brassica rapa, Aethionema arabicum and 114
Eutrema parvulum (see Online Methods for details of bait design, sequencing, assembly, 115 annotation and quality control approaches). A combination of NLR sequence capture 116 (RenSeq) and single-molecule real-time sequencing (SMRT) was used to reconstruct full 117 NLR complements. In total, we produced 13,167 NLR-coding gene annotations, with a range 118 of 167 to 251 genes per accession ( Fig. 1b ). Individual accessions had between 47% and 119 71% physically clustered NLR genes (more than one NLR in 200 kb of genomic sequence; 120 adapted from 49 . A particularly interesting subset of NLR-coding genes are those in head-to-121 head orientation 50,51 , and we found 10 to 34 NLRs per accession in such an orientation, or 122 with high sequence similarity to known functional pairs (see Online Methods). NLRs were 123 grouped into four classes (TNL, NL, CNL, and RNL; see Glossary) based on canonical 124 protein domains (TIR, NB, CC, RPW8 and LRR). Across all accessions, TNLs formed the 125 largest and most size-variable class, followed by NLs, CNLs, and RNLs ( Fig. 1c , 126
Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Of the 13,167 NLR genes, 663 contained at least one additional 127 integrated protein domain (ID), in which we found 36 distinct Pfam domains ( Fig. 2a,b , 128 Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Table 3 ). Individual accessions had 5 to 17 IDs 129 distributed across 4 to 16 NLR genes, in line with reports for specific accessions 4,36 . This 130 result reveals an unprecedented incidence of previously unreported A. thaliana IDs. 131
Annotated RenSeq Col-0 identifiers and sequences are provided as supplementary material, 132 but the Col-0 TAIR10/Araport11 sequences and identifiers were used in all downstream 133 analysis (see Online Methods). 134
NLR Domain Architecture Diversity
135
We investigated the repertoire of the 36 IDs, since these might function as pathogen effector 136 binding platforms [19] [20] [21] 32 . 29 of the 36 IDs were already known from other Brassicaceae 137 including A. thaliana Col-0 ( Fig. 2a, b ; Supplementary Table 2 , Supplementary Table 4 , 138 Supplementary Table 5 , Supplementary Table 6 ). Nine of the 36 IDs were reported 139 concordantly in the two major NLR-ID censuses, namely WRKY, PP2, Pkinase, PAH, Methods and Glossary; Supplementary Table 2 ). Rediscovery of these nine IDs is of 143 relevance, since these are enriched for domains similar to known effector targets 26, 27, 52, 53 . 144
Our sequencing and annotation effort expands the A. thaliana ID repertoire beyond the ten 145
IDs found in the Col-0 reference accession. IDs found in only one gene model did not 146 receive particular attention, as they are conceivably an artefact of our annotation pipeline. thaliana pan-NLRome we identified 97 distinct architectures ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Whilst 151 27 canonical architectures (without IDs) account for the vast majority of the identified NLRs 152 (95% of the pan-NLRome), the remaining 5% contain at least one of 36 different IDs ( Fig.  153 2c). The 97 architectures greatly augment the 22 architectures found in the reference Col-0 154 genome ( Fig. 2d , Supplementary Table 7) , with most of the new A. thaliana architectures 155 containing at least one ID ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Half of the new A. thaliana architectures 156 contain more than one gene (38/75) ( Fig. 2e ), of which, 17 predominantly comprise paired 157 NLRs (pair ratio > 0.5, see Online Methods and Glossary) and contain at least one ID ( Fig.  158 2e). About half of the architectures have not been previously described in the Brassicaceae 159 (including A. thaliana Col-0) (49/97) ( Fig. 2d , Supplementary Table 7 ). These novel 160 architectures account only for 1.3% of the pan-NLRome (175 NLRs), with all but one 161 containing an ID ( Fig. 2d , e, Supplementary Table 7 , Supplementary Table 8 and 162 Supplementary Table 9 ). Finally, 12 IDs are repeatedly recruited into different novel 163 architectures (labeled "novel > known" in Fig. 2f , Supplementary Table 8 and Supplementary 164 The pan-NLRome
168
To begin to understand the diversity of both NLR content and alleles, we grouped sets of 169 homology-related NLRs from different ecotypes. The resulting clusters were termed 170 orthogroups. We clustered 11,497 NLRs into 464 high confidence orthogroups (OGs) ( Fig.  171 3a), plus 1,663 singletons. Ninety-five percent of the OGs could be discovered within 38 172 randomly chosen accessions ( Fig. 3b ). Additional sampling only recovered OGs with three or 173 fewer members, indicating that the pan-NLRome we describe is largely, if not completely, 174 saturated. OGs were classified according to size, domain architecture and structural 175 features. We define the core NLRome as the 106 OGs found in at least 52 accessions 176 (6,080 genes), 143 OGs found in at least 13, but fewer than 52 accessions as shell (3,932 177 genes), and the 215 OGs found in 12 or fewer accessions as cloud (1,485 genes) ( Fig. 3a) . 178
The majority of OGs, 58%, were TNLs, in concordance with TNLs being the prevalent NLR 179 class in the Brassicaceae 54 , 22% were CNLs, 7% RNLs, and 13% NLs ( Fig. 3c ). TNLs 180 showed a strong tendency towards larger shell and core OGs compared to CNLs 181 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Sixty-four OGs included genetically paired NLRs (see Online 182
Methods), and 28 contained members with an ID, with almost none being present in the 183 cloud NLRome (Fig. 3d ). Shell and core OGs contained most paired NLRs (98% in 55 OGs, 184 Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This shows that conserved NLR pairs are widely distributed in the 185 population and that incorporation of IDs into NLRs is widespread in A. thaliana. 186 
Placement of non-reference OGs
187
We discovered 296 high confidence OGs without a reference Col-0 allele, with six belonging 188 to the core, 205 to the cloud, and 85 to the shell NLRome. In order to anchor these OGs to 189 the reference genome, we asked how often orthogroups co-occurred, using OGs with known 190 location (NLR and non-NLR OGs with a Col-0 reference allele) to anchor contigs with OGs 191 lacking a reference allele. Anchoring efficiency of newly discovered OGs was calculated for 192 co-occurrences in 2 to 39 accessions ( Supplementary Table 10 ). With a minimum threshold 193 of 10 accessions, we derived 42 co-occurrence subnetworks ( Supplementary Fig. 4) , 194
anchoring 24 out of 132 OGs present in at least 10 accessions, but missing from the Col-0 195 reference. Most were anchored to other NLRs ( Supplementary Table 10 and Supplementary 196 
Pan-NLRome Diversity
202
In an orthogonal approach to classifying NLR genes by their architectures, we assessed 203 sequence diversity, an indication of the evolutionary forces shaping the pan-NLRome. 204
Average nucleotide diversity was similar for CNLs, NLs and TNLs (Fig. 5a ). It was lowest in 205
RNLs, but because this is the smallest group, this difference is not statistically significant. 206
The same trend was true for haplotype diversity (Fig. 5c ). Nucleotide diversity was lowest in 207 core and higher in shell and cloud OGs across TNLs, CNLs and NLs ( Fig. 5a ), suggesting 208 that selection is relaxed in OGs with larger presence/absence variation. The pattern was 209 reversed for haplotype diversity ( Fig. 5c ) and core OGs generally showed high values. We 210 noticed that a few shell TNL and NL OGs stand out because of their ultra-low haplotype 211 diversity, suggesting a conserved but rarely encountered selective pressure (without any 212 correlation between geographic location and the accessions carrying these orthogroups). 213
The average nucleotide diversity saturated with 32 randomly selected accessions, and the 214 haplotype diversity with 49 accessions, suggesting a prevalence of low frequency haplotypes 215 ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Compared to non-clustered OGs, physically clustered OGs had 216 significantly higher nucleotide diversity ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This finding may indicate 217 relaxed selection after gene duplication in these clusters 55 . When considering different NLR 218 protein domains, the highest diversity was found in LRRs across all major classes and 219 subclasses ( Fig. 5b ). Combining population genetics statistics for a Principal Component 220 Analysis (PCA) revealed that more than 60% of the variance can be explained by as little as 221 two components ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). However, none of the collected metadata, such as 222 orthogroup size, type, class or the presence of IDs or a potential partner, explained the 223 clustering of the first two principal components ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). This suggests a 224 complex interplay of the different factors driving NLR evolution. Tajima's D values, which can 225 indicate balancing and purifying selection 56 , were similarly distributed across different NLR 226 classes, with all classes containing extremes in both directions ( Fig. 5d ). Low Tajima's D 227 values were most common in TNLs, largely driven by core-and shell-type OGs. can be found across all types (e.g., core, shell) and classes (e.g., TNLs, CNLs). Pervasive 233 positive selection seemed more likely in core-like OGs (71%) than in shell-like OGs (63%) 234 while episodic positive selection patterns showed at a similar rate (52%). Subclasses 235 showed a more uneven pattern of positive selection ( RPP13 which confers race-specific downy mildew resistance 57 ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). 241
Sites under positive selection were also found in 11 IDs, including WRKY, TCP, B3 and 242 DA1-like domains (Fig. 6c ). Notably, invariant sites were detected in the WRKY domains of 243 all three OGs containing a WRKY, and in a surprisingly high proportion of sites in the BRX 244 domains of the RLM3-containing OG ( Supplementary Table 11 ). We conclude that positive 245 selection is widespread in the core-NLRome, being most prevalent in canonical NLR 246
domains. 247
Linking Diversity to Function 248 Because NLRs that had been experimentally implicated in resistance to biotrophic 249 pathogens showed enhanced diversity, we sorted OGs by resistance to adapted biotrophs 250 (Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis), non-adapted biotrophs (Brassica-infecting races of 251 Albugo candida) 58 indicating that they experience not only diversifying, but also balancing selection. Tajima's D 263 values within sensor-executor pairs encoded in head-to-head orientation were correlated 264 whereas other closely linked NLR genes or random pairs were not ( Fig. 7b , Supplementary 265 by the one for CSA1, the paired "executor" partner NLR of CHS3 (Fig. 7c) . 269
Discussion
270
We defined the full species repertoire of the gene family that encodes NLR immune 271 receptors in the model plant A. thaliana. Importantly, the pan-NLRome inventory became 272 saturated with ~40 accessions randomly selected from the 65 accessions we analyzed. 273
Before our work, it was known that there was excessive variation at some NLR loci, such 274 that in the small number of accessions in which the relevant genomic region was analyzed in 275 detail, every accession was very different, including significant presence/absence variation 276 41,64 . The fact that our pan-NLRome saturates with ~40 accessions indicates that the number 277 of divergent loci is not unlimited. It also provides some guidance for future efforts in other 278 species. It will be fascinating to compare the allelic and diversity saturation of self-fertilising 279
A. thaliana with obligate out-crossers and with domesticated species. Among functionally 280 annotated genes, we found the highest sequence diversity in NLR-coding genes whose 281 products recognize evolutionarily adapted biotrophic pathogens. 282
283
We have also found an astonishing diversity of IDs, which allow hosts to rapidly accrue the 284 ability to recognize the biochemical action of pathogen effector proteins. ID-containing NLRs 285 that have been functionally characterized are all found in paired orientation. In these pairs, 286
the ID member functions as pathogen sensor, and the other member as signaling executor reference genome, we predict that this will apply to other plant species, suggesting that the 304 number and diversity of NLR-IDs greatly exceeds that which has been so far reported. 305 NLRome can be recovered with 38 accessions. c) OG-type specific distribution of NLR 337 classes in the cloud (dark blue), the shell (grey), and the core (olive green), and the relative 338 fraction (numbers in the bars). d) OG-type specific distribution of paired and unpaired NLRs, 339
Figure Legends
and NLRs with and without IDs in the cloud (dark blue), the shell (grey), and the core (olive 340 green), and the percentage (numbers in the bars). Contig lengths distribution (black). The mean is shown as a solid black horizontal line and 447 the 95% Highest density Intervals (HDI: points in the interval have a higher probability than 448 points outside) are shown as solid bands around the sample mean. The full densities are 449
shown as a bean plot. Raw data points are plotted using black dots. The total assembly 450 sizes (orange circles) are plotted in addition. c) Quality (black) and completeness values 451 (orange) for sub-sampled Col-0 datasets. The amount of input data for each sub-sampling 452 experiment is shown as a second x axis. d) Quality (black) and completeness values 453
(orange) for all RenSeq accessions. Unfilled circles indicate accessions with qualities higher 454 than any sub-sampled dataset. The vertical black line is drawn at 95% completeness. e) 455
Correlations between the Assembly Quality, the amount of Input Reads, the amount of Input their OG and protein numbers). NB domains from APAF1 (Human) and AT1G58602.1 (A. 469 thaliana CNL) were also included. Amino acid sequences were aligned with MUSCLE 470
(Neighbor joining clustering), refined by manual trimming and the phylogeny produced with 471 the WAG maximum likelihood method allowing for 3 discrete Gamma categories. 
